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AI FOR PUBLISHERS

Protecmedia is the chosen software 
company by the media industry since 1979. 
Throughout our trajectory, we have evolved with 
our clients to offer the most innovative 
solutions for content, news, advertising, 
analysis of audiences, subscriptions and 
management of digital assets.

Close collaboration with our clients and 
independent media advisers have made us 
pioneers in the use of Artificial Intelligence 
and Automated Learning, with which we have 
been expanding our solutions since 2015. Our 
complete Millennium Digital Experience 
Platform (MDXP) tool is improving daily 
workflows of more than 500 clients in 30 
countries.

With offices in Spain, France, Germany, 
Portugal and Chile, Protecmedia offers a 
multilingual assistance service 24 hours   
a day worldwide.

Our goal is to provide teams with flexible, scalable tools tailored 
to your needs. 

Media Cloud Editorial is a unique editorial system, designed 
to simplify the editing and publication of digital and printed 
content. It allows access to all its functions from any device and 
from anywhere, even offline. In addition, it includes functionali-
ties to facilitate SEO positioning, reader loyalty and content 
monetization.

Manage all your campaigns with a single multichannel system 
that integrates Google Ad Manager and its own CRM. Thus, 
the team has all the information unified in one single tool 
and can directly optimize campaigns. It is possible to hire, 
manage, monitor and optimize each campaign from a single 
nvironment. The system also incorporates analytical panels that 
provide a quick view of results.

Our digital asset management system is designed to facilitate file 
classification tasks and streamline searches. The tool includes 
automations that provide speed and an advanced level of 
organization, such as the identification of related images. In 
addition, the Artificial Intelligence engine is capable of 
recognizing people, laces or brands and tag each file in detail.

Artificial Intelligence enhances the scope and visibility of digital 
publications and facilitates filing tasks. Furthermore, it is capable of 
offering content recommended by the reader based on their 
preferences or reading habits. The semantic intelligence engine 
automates content tagging and suggests optimal URLs for SEO 
positioning. In addition, the advanced file facial detection 
functionality proposes the best photo cropping to the editor and 
facilitates the filing system, making it much more accurate.

Two tools designed to get to know your audience, encourage 
the engagement of your readers and adopt a subscription 
strategy. Encourage the reading habits of users and multiply 
your web visits by sending push notifications of your 
content. Analyze reader preferences and configure different 
types of paywalls to increase your sources of income. 

Access to Smart Data facilitates timely decision making in 
each case: knowing their readers' habits and motivating their 
loyalty it is possible to establish different types of subscription 
strategies and configure the most effective paywall in each 
case.



The Media Cloud Advertising platform offers
contracting, management and invoicing of the

advertising in print and digital publications

Contract, create and optimize campaigns for all 
your supports and channels from a single tool.

Integrate Google Ad Manager, which adds
highly accurate segmentation and tracking for

each campaign.

Customized
campaigns

Google 
Ad Manager

Integration Integration with 
Adobe solutions (InDesign, 
Photoshop, Illustrator) streamlines 
the creative design and editing.

 Validation The production and 
validation is accessible to external 
agents and sales teams.

Integration with Adobe 
and access to external 
validation and creatives

Control Includes the possibility of 
dentifying the financial risk of every 
customer at a glance. Simple 
integration with the ERP system.

CRM Business tasks are simplified. 
The integration of invoicing and the 
CRM system provides unified 
customer information.

Easy coordination with 
your administrative and 
accounting department

Flexibility The system allows for 
the person who interacts with the 
client to be able to offer advertising 
options that fit their needs.

Segmentation Integration with 
Google Ad Manager allows you to 
take advantage of the  egmentation, 
configuration, monitoring and 
optimization of campaigns 

Creation of offers 
adapted to each client 
and type of advertising

Invoicing 
and CRM

Multi-channel
insert
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Quick and easy

Technological Strength

Safety assurance

24/7 Support

Cost per use

Updates and maintenance

Benefits
Teleworking

Growing teams

Between 5 and 40 users

Perfect
for

The most complete suite  
of cloud solutions for media

Contracting The advertiser 
contracts advertising for spaces, 
sections or metadata, and has the 
possibility to indicate restrictions 
according to their needs.

AD Manager Integration with 
Google Ad Manager allows all 
digital advertising management to 
be performed with a single access.

Centralize contracting 
and tracking of digital 
campaigns

Direct contracting by agencies 
and individuals through the web 
treamlines and stimulates sales

Remote Access through the 
browser allows access to all the 
updated information you need to 
show your customers.

Accessibility Search the 
advertising invoicing, creatives, 
planning and configuration history 
from anywhere advertising 
invoicing, creatives, planning and 
configuration history from 
anywhere.

All offers and required 
information always 
accompany you wherever 
you go

Contracting The advertiser  can 
contract advertising by edition, 
section and position, or choose a 
combined offer.

Automation The requests for 
space are distributed automatically 
according to the contracting 
conditions and content production 
in progress.

Preview Shows a preview of the 
advertising insert to the contractor.

Multiplication Lhe unified 
management of spaces in several 
publications saves time and costs.

Automate print 
advertising, even multiple 
publications



The Media Cloud Editorial platform is
a print and digital Content 

Management System

Collaborative Multi-platform SEO-easy Automation

The system makes it easy to create
more agile workflows throughout

the entire publishing process.
Simplify and coordinate the entire 

process automatically, even for 
multiple publications.

Automation Processes are 
streamlined and optimized thanks 
to an automatic framing image 
editor and multilingual spell 
checker.

Wysiwyg Editing articles in mode 
"What you see is what you get" 
allows you to view the document 
directly showing the final result.

Streamlines the team's 
tasks with advanced tools

Flexibility The production task 
adapts to your publication´s  
editorial needs, whatever its 
complexity.

Control The content and 
advertising flow is controlled by 
automatic content dumps, avoiding 
errors and duplicities.

Simplify the print 
publishing process

Collaborative Content can be 
easily shared and enriched by 
different people within one single 
platform.

Remote All items centralize their 
publishing in a single location, 
accessed from any browser on 
any device.

Data driven Your content is 
centralized in a single publishing 
platform. This allows you to 
record, analyze and use the data 
from your readers for the decision 
making process.

Multichanel Content is edited 
and distributed for all channels 
from the same platform.

Manage several 
publications from one 
single platform
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The most complete suite of 
cloud solutions for the media. 
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Multiply your web traffic with a tool that optimizes 
positioning automatically, enhances the attractiveness 
of each content and motivates reader engagement.

Multimedia The system allows 
you to enrich your articles with 
image and content galleries, social 
media content, audio or video.

SEO The semantic intelligence 
engine facilitates SEO tasks: saving 
time by suggesting metadata, 
proposing URLs, and selecting 
related news.

A web content system for SEO and engagement

Personalization The system 
allows you to customize your 
content according to your readers´ 
interests.

Newsletters The system creates 
and sends newsletters with the 
news and articles of greatest 
interest to your readers.

Push The system can easily be 
complemented with our push 
notifications tool to grow traffic on 
your website.

Engagement Offer your readers 
the ability to register favourite 
articles, save them, follow their 
topics of interest, and identify 
related news.



The digital asset management system is 
designed to simplify the classification of 

documents and making searching easier.

Smart
cataloging

Image
recognition

Authorization 
by user

Security

Artificial Intelligence It has an 
AI system that recognizes and lists 
names of people, companies, 
places or logos of brands with 
similar images.

Searches Find your assets across 
different types of searches. The 
identification of related documents 
facilitates obtaining the right results 
in seconds.

Streamlining the team's 
tasks with advanced tools

Views The production task adapts 
to your publication´s needs 
independent of its complexity

Statistics The statistics view 
shows the usage history of the 
archive and allows for the 
application of additional filters to 
refine the results

Viewing the results 
and additional filters

Multimedia Catalog all types of 
documents (articles, pages, 
images, graphics, videos, audio) to 
be able to reuse them when 
needed.

Automation The automations 
included in the tool provide speed 
and an advanced level of 
organization for asset classification.

Automations for a 
perfectly classified 
archive

SSL The SSL certificate facilitates 
safe access and supports 
management of the tool.

Users With access by profiles or 
groups, the interface shows the 
authorized options for each user.

Full management of 
privileges and 
guaranteed security

The Artificial Intelligence system is capable of
recognizing people, places, companies or brands,
and according to these elements classify the
files with a higher degree of accuracy.
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The most complete suite of 
cloud solutions for the media. 

Speech-to-text and NLP (natural 
language processing) are next to 

each video including audio 
content in text format. This way, 

the classification is much more 
accurate and searches are 

streamlined.

The system classifies files in any format.
The user can preview documents from the same window that displays the 
search results.

www.protecmedia.com



Media Cloud Audiences offers two different solutions to 
help better knowing your audience, to motivate their 

loyalty through push notifications and to manage digital 
subscriptions

Traffic Push notifications are an 
assured traffic source. Send your 
readers a notification of your 
content, which will arrive on the 
screens of their devices from which 
they can click to access the full 
content.

Engagement Select the right 
content for your readers in your 
CMS and create loyalty among your 
audience by motivating their interest 
and creating a reading habit.

Push Notifications to 
build audience loyalty

Tracking Know in real time and 
through simple graphics to 
interpret the most useful data 
about your content and your 
readers' activities. 

KPIs Identify the data that most 
interests you: track by sections, 
metadata or authors, difference 
between visits and real readings, 
actual data per page or per article.

Real-time monitoring of 
your readers' data 

Smart
analytics

Push
notifications

Subscription
management

Dynamic
paywall

Customized Registered users can 
provide information about their 
interests: favorite topics, categories, 
authors or geographic location, and 
track the type of content they have 
selected.

Artificial Intelligence With all 
the information, the Artificial 
Intelligence engine personalizes 
each user's experience, 
recommending content.

Added value customizing 
each user's experience

This analytics tool and push 
notifications sending tool helps you 
to know your readers' habits, follow 
the results of each content in real 
time, and motivate your audience's 
reading habits.
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The most complete suite 
of cloud solutions for the media.

Subscribers Offer the reader all 
kinds of support that motivate their 
decision: multi-language interface, 
annual or monthly subscription, 
automatic or manual renewal, 
different payment methods, free 
trials, promotions and discount 
vouchers.

Offer and manage
 digital subscriptions

Monetization The system offers 
different types of subscriptions to 
select the one that is best adapted 
to your business strategy: hard, 
dynamic, metered or freemium 
paypall.

Invoicing By also including the 
invoicing, the entire process of 
subscriptions is collected in a single 
tool, and its management is 
streamlined and simplified.

www.protecmedia.com

The digital subscription tool facilitates the 
configuration of different types of paywalls 
and options that motivate the subscription 
(monthly or annual, automatic or manual 

renewal, free trials or promotions). This also 
includes invoicing to streamline the 

management of the complete process.
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Vittorio Nobile
Managing Director 

"We are delighted with the new website because the response 
from our audience has been very good. The writers considers 
that it is a very intuitive system, easy to use, and throughout 
the commissioning process they have felt completely 
supported by the Protecmedia consultants, who have 
managed to implement the system really quickly."

The Straus News group edits 18 local publications in New York. 
With Media Cloud Editorial they simplified their work processes
now centralized into a single tool.

“We have found the perfect tool for our team, which works on 
both web and print content. Plus, it offers a superior user  
experience."

Jeanne Strauss
President & Publisher Straus News
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